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- Encourage a child to bear 
weight through their hands 
before engaging in messy 
play or nail 
clipping(crawling, 
downward dog)

- Wear t ight Under Armour 
type shirts or bicycle shorts 
beneath clothes

- Place textured materials in 
a plast ic bag and let your 
child explore them that 
way. Then ask them to 
remove the item from the 
bag 

HAPPY HOLIDAYS

Have a 
w onderful  

w inter 
break !

Happy 
Hol idays!

STRATEGIES FOR TOUCH 
SEEKERS  OR LOW AWARENESS

 SENSORY SPOTLIGHT: TACTILE/TOUCH

- Enourage weight bearing to 
promote calming and less 
seeking

- Play games like What 's in 
Ned's Head

- Encourage messy 
play(sensory bins, moonsand, 
slime, etc)

- Encourage your child to look 
in a mirror to 
locate food  on 
their  face  and 
wipe it  away

- Provide 
simple objects as 
fidgets(not toys) ie 
old keys, etc

                   Our sense of touch is one of the 

many ways we are able to explore our 

world.   As infants and toddlers, children 

begin to explore objects by mouthing 

them  and then they advance to using 

their hands to experience texture, 

firmness, size and shape.   Nerve endings 

in our skin allow us to experience two 

different  types of touch: deep 

touch(such as when you firmly press 

down on your skin)and light  touch(being 

t ickled by a feather).    The term  

"tact ilely defensive"   means that  an 

individual may  have a low tolerance for 

types of touch.; they may avoid get t ing 

their hands dirty, be irritated by tags in 

their shirt  or prefer to wear soft  fabrics 

or shorts even in the cold weather.  

Others may  seek out  touch ; they may  

fidget  with  objects or touch a peer 

when standing in line or love to touch 

and play with food.  Individuals with low 

awareness of touch may not  realize 

when their hands or face are dirty.                

STRATEGIES FOR THE TACTILY 
DEFENISIVE CHILD



GIFT SUGGESTIONS FROM YOUR 
FRIENDLY OT ELVES

While many  children will place Fortnite 

"skins" or other video games at the top of 

their wish lists, OT Elves are in the know 

about the best toys and gifts that are not 

only fun but support the developement of 

the brain and body.

For Fine Motor Skills:  Legos,  Silly Putty,  

K'Nex, Wikki St ix,  wind up toys,  

Travel-size versions of popular board 

games,  Crayon Rocks,  a child-sized snow 

shovel, tops

For Visual Perceptual/Visual Motor Skills: 

Rush Hour,  Qwerkle, Paint or Color by 

Number projects, Batt leship, Spot it ! ,  

Sculpt-It  by Cranium,  Labyrinth by  

Ravensburger,  Doodlquest

For At tent ion and Memory: Distract ion, 

Mastermind, a deck of cards(to play 

Rummy, Solitaire, etc)

Sensory: 

Oral Sensory: whist les, harmonicas, 

kazoos, crazy straws, Chewelry, pencil 

toppers, crazy straws, Camelback 

waterbott les

Tact ile: Moonsand, floral water beads,  

slime, What 's In Neds Head, Teachable 

Touchables

Visual: lava lamp, fish tank night light,  

Hoberman Mini Sphere, handheld light up 

toys, flashlights, star projectors, light up 

fidget spinners and tops

Olfactory: Smencils, scented markers

Propriocept ion: bean bag chair, body sock

FESTIVE WAYS TO PROMOTE OT SKILLS

OT CLINICAL TERMS DEMYSTEFIED: INTRINSIC HAND STRENGTH

December is a month filled with heartwarming tradit ions and celebrat ions.  It  can be 

difficult  to find t ime to address your child's development during the holidays, but many 

holiday-related "chores" are filled with opportunit ies to advance skills that support 

success in school.   Encourage your child to part icipate in holiday preparat ions by 

breaking the task down into small steps and demonstrat ing each task.  Here are  

examples of holiday fun and the skills they promote.

BAKING COOKIES  Stirring and rolling out dough: bilateral skills, intrinsic hand and 

shoulder strength,  Using Cookie Cutters: hand strength, visual motor and visual 

perceptual skills, finger isolat ion Icing and placing decorations: utensil use, bilateral 

coordinat ion, grasp patterns  Removing cookies from the tray with a spatula: wrist  

stability, bilateral coordinat ion, crossing the midline

WRAPPING PRESENTS  Sizing wrapping paper: visual perceptual skills, bilateral 

coordinat ion, scissor skills Folding the paper: intrinsic hand strength, bilateral skills, 

wrapping the gift: sequencing, visual motor skills, bilateral skills, dispensing tape: fine 

motor skills, pinch strength, bilateral skills, Tying a Bow: bilateral skills, visual perceptual 

and visual motor skills, self-help skills(shoe lace tying)

PLAYING DREIDEL  Spinning the dreidel: fine motor skills, intrinsic hand strength, 

reading the dreidel: visual perceptual skills, Picking up Gelt from the table: fine motor , 

intrinsic hand strength and in-hand manipulat ion skills

You may hear your OT talk about  "int rinsic hand st rength"  as related to handwrit ing 

or self-help skills, but  what  is it  and why is it  important?  The int rinsic muscles of the 

hand are the t iny muscles that   at tach to the bones of the hand and wrist .  When you 

move your thumb to touch each finger t ip,  flip a pencil in your hand or pick up a coin 

from a flat  surface its those small muscles that  power those small but  precise 

movements.  Children who have difficulty holding a pencil or fastening a but ton may 

have weak hands or weak int rinsic hand st rength.  Ways to increase int rinsic hand 

st rength?  Assembling Legos, squeezing and rolling dough(see above),  tearing up junk 

mail, squeezing sponges, playing t ravel-size games with small pieces(ie Connect  4)
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